
TRY A CLASSIFIED AD
PHONE 626-2191 or 394-3047

TO INSURE YOUR SUPPLY
FOR SPRING
ORDER EARLY

CONESTOGA
BRAND FERTILIZERS

COMPLETE SERVICES
and PRODUCTS

- Soil Testing - Complete Fertilizers
- Crop Programming - Bulk Blends
- Truck Spreading - Farm Seeds
- Tyler Spreaders - Ortho Supplies
- Bulk Pickup . Garden Seeds
- Liquid Nitrogen - Lime - Seed Corn
- Lasso - Furidan
- Atrazine - Lime

LANCASTER BONE
FERTILIZER CO., INC.

Quarryville, Pa. Oxford
Ph. 786-7348 932-8323

WHAT'S SO DIFFERENT ABOUT DARI-KOOL
BOU-MATIC MILKERS?

THE ANSWER TO THAT QUESTION IS

RESULTS
STOP AND VISIT OUR DISPLAY AT DAIRY DAYS AT THE

FARM & HOME CENTER, MARCH 6
WITH A

ONE-MAN OPERATION
CUTS LABOR COST 50%
OPERATOR CAN MILK
AT HIS OWN SPEED

OABhKOOL BOIMHATIC

MILKING PARLORS
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SHEIK’S FARM SERVICE
'e 2 Miles East of Rt. 501 R.D.4 Lititz, Pa

Is there a way to minimize the
ecological impact of pesticides’

University of Texas physics
Prof R L Collins compared the
known techniques for applying
pesticides recently at a Weed
Science Society of America
national meeting held m Atlanta

Dr Collins reported that
conventional usage suffers from
several problems

“The concentration decreases
with time, demanding multiple
applications,” he said, adding
that “a greater-then-desired
concentration is usually applied
so that, later, an adequate con-
centration is present ”

“To avoid multiple ap-
plications, more persistent
materials are often needed,” he
said. “Either way, conventional
applications can cause pollution
problems ”

ERTH-RITE
SEA-BORN
ALGIT

ZOOK &

RANCK, INC.
R.D. 1 Gap, Pa. 17527
Phone 717-442-4171

THE COWS ARE MOVED
TO THE OPERATOR
WALKING (S REDUCED
TO A MINIMUM

h %

DARI-KOOL - BULK TANKS
-MATIC

. PIPELINES & MILKING PARLORS
Sales, Parts & Service

Ph. 626-4355

Lancaster Farming, Saturday, March 3,1973—

Minimizing Ecological Impact of Pesticides
The UT Austin professor said

that “by contrast, an ideal dose-
rate application would establish
the needed level of concentration
and sustain it at that level for the
period chosen and then quickly
dissipate.”

He told the WSSA represen-
tatives that “controlled-release
methodologiespromise increased
efficiency and lowered toxicity to
non-target organisms, and en-
courage the use of non-persistent
pesticides ”

Theoretically discussing the
performance which can be ex-
pected of each of the different
controlled-release mechanisms,
Dr Collins gave the following
comparisons •

—Diffusion, the oldest con-
trolled-release technology, can
obtain long-term efficiency of 22
per cent for spherical granules
and 30 per cent for slab-shaped
granules

Sun's Infared Rays
Potential Eye-Damagers
The sun, the source of life in our

solar system, also beams down a
number of disguised hazards to
our eyes

Dr Joseph Perka, President of
the Pennsylvania Optometric
Association, noted that some of
the sun’s rays can cause per-
manent damage to the eye and
should be avoided at all times.

“It is very important,” Dr.
Perka said, “that the eyes be
shielded from these harmful
rays ” He cautioned that no one
should ever look directly into the
sun, “not even with the darkest
glasses ”

He pointed out that not only are
the ultraviolet rays dangerous,
but the infrared rays also are
potential eye-damagers He said

THE BIGv
MEANS VORIS

HIGH YIELD SEED CORN

V2642 119 day maturity
A Champion. Short-stalked, upright leaf,
with a really high yield and potential.
Moderately high population

V2592 1,8 day maturity
By demand. A special hybrid for the East,
large-eared, excellent stalk, and fast
drying.

V2552 ■ ll3 day maturity
This is a high population hybrid. Pour on the

fertilizer, early tasseling and silking a high
yielder.

V2402 102 day maturity
The big yielder. Tough to beat anywhere.
Indiana reports over 200 bushels yield. Early
plant hybrid.

V2332 - 94 day maturity
Tremendous yield potential. Early. Fast
drying. High yielder. Picks and shells
beautifully.

CONTACT

REIST SEED CO.
Mt.Joy.Pa. Phone 653-4121

[S/NCE 1925]

-Micro-encapsulation tech-
niques can lead to 38 per cent
efficienty

—Water-degradable polymers
and difficulty soluble substances
can have efficiencies of 50 per
cent for spheres and 70 percent
for slabs
—A simple combination of

water-degradable slabs and
conventional material can lead to
100 per cent efficiency, which is
of course the ideal

In more than a year of
laboratory work, Dr Collins and
co-researcher Silvia Doglia,
postdoctoral student from Milan,
Italy, solve the diffusion equation
enabling them to make the
efficiency comparisons Dr
Collins says their diffusion
solution disproved the currently
accepted diffusion equation of
Takeru Higuchi and further
proved that a constant efficiency
can be expected from that
technique

other solar radiation can cause
permanent eye injury and could
lead to blindness

“Especially at this time of
year,” Dr Perka said, “when the
sun hangs low on the horizon,
should eyes be given every
protection possible ”

He said the outdoorsman,
especially when there is snow on
the ground to reflect light rays,
should wear optically-ground
sunglasses

These sunglasses, he said,
should be dense enough to allow
only 20 to 30 percent of the sun’s
visible light through and they
should absorb some of the in-
frared and ultraviolet radiation
as well
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